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ABSTRACT

Advances in deep neural networks (DNN) and distributed ledger technology (DLT) have shown major influence on
media security, authenticity and privacy. Current deepfake techniques can produce near realistic media content
which can be used in both good and bad intended use cases. At the same time, DLTs are finding their way in the
industry as fair, transparent and reliable means for content distribution. In particular non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
are emerging in the digital art market. However, such new developments also introduce new challenges, including
the need for robust and reliable metadata, a mechanism to secure the media and associated metadata, means to
verify authenticity and interoperability between various stakeholders. This paper identifies emerging challenges
in fake media and NFT, and proposes a novel framework to effectively cope with secure media applications
allowing for a structured, systematic, and interoperable solution. The framework relies on an architecture that
is modular, flexible, extensible, and scalable in the sense that it can be implemented in both lighter as well as
more feature-rich and more complex configurations depending on the underlying application, needed features and
available resources, while enabling products and services in various ecosystems with desired trust and security
capabilities. The framework is inspired by activities and developments within JPEG standardisation related to
security, authenticity & privacy.

Keywords: Fake media, blockchain, DLT, NFT, media security framework, deepfake, authenticity, provenance,
JPEG

1. INTRODUCTION

Security, authenticity and privacy concerns have always deserved particular attention in the multimedia land-
scape. This has been recently reinforced by general awareness due to the rise of social media and incidents
reported in traditional media. Historically, most attention has been paid to copyright violation prevention and
preservation of privacy. However, recent advances in technologies such as deep neural networks (DNN) and dis-
tributed ledger technology (DLT) impose several new challenges. For example, deepfake techniques can produce
near realistic media content which can be used in both good and bad intended use cases, e.g. producing new
content in the creative sector, restoring and colourising old and noisy media or spreading disinformation. At the
same time, DLTs are finding their way in the industry as fair, transparent and reliable means for content distri-
bution. In particular Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) are emerging in the digital art market. Challenges include the
need for robust and reliable metadata, a mechanism to secure the media content and associated metadata, means
to verify authenticity and interoperability between various stakeholders. In addition, a widening image modality
landscape with formats such as 360, point clouds, light field and holographic content requires consideration of
these challenges from the start.

This paper identifies emerging challenges in fake media and NFT and proposes a media security framework to
effectively cope with secure media applications allowing for a structured, systematic, and interoperable solution.
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The framework relies on an architecture that is modular, flexible, extensible, and scalable in the sense that it can
be implemented in both lighter as well as more feature-rich and more complex configurations depending on the
underlying application, needed features and available resources, while enabling products and services in various
ecosystems with desired trust and security capabilities.

Many issues concerning media security, authenticity and privacy have been successfully addressed by stan-
dardisation bodies. The proposed framework is inspired by recent activities in JPEG which has a long history of
providing not only image coding standards, but also specifications to support imaging ecosystems such as media
file formats, metadata handling, and privacy and security features. In particular, two new initiatives, JPEG
Fake Media and JPEG NFT, aim to address the above-mentioned emerging challenges.

A holistic and effective solution that can address these challenges is currently missing, which requires flexible
integration of multiple functionalities as desired by various stakeholders in the media consumption chain. Inspired
by the above mentioned JPEG activities, the proposed framework aims to fill this gap. The remaining sections
of this paper are organised as follows: Section 2 describes the status quo related to existing JPEG specifications
and explorations to support security, authenticity and privacy enabled workflows. Thereafter, Section 3 discusses
fake media and NFT specific emerging challenges. Section 4 introduces the proposed media security framework
that can comprehensively accommodate existing challenges in media security, such as ownership and privacy
protection, as well as emerging challenges in fake media and NFT. Finally, Section 5 wraps up and draws
conclusions.

2. STATUS QUO IN JPEG

Many standardization and private industry initiatives focus on security, authenticity and/or privacy in multime-
dia. Some examples include MPEG-21,1 the Content Authenticity Initiative (CAI),2 the Coalition for Content
Provenance and Authenticity (C2PA),3 the Digital Watermarking Alliance (DWA),4 OpenCA5 and W3C PROV.6

Since the framework proposed in this paper is inspired by the JPEG initiatives on Fake Media and NFT, this
section focuses on the background of JPEG that led to these initiatives.

JPEG has a long-lasting history with providing media specifications to support imaging ecosystems. While
the JPEG 1 format has been around for more than 28 years, it is still the most dominant image file format in the
consumer market. Meanwhile, JPEG 2000 plays a pertinent role in professional markets such as medical imaging,
digital cinema and geographic information systems. More recently, JPEG XS has been designed for applications
requiring transparent quality, low complexity and low latency while JPEG XL is a promising successor to JPEG
1 with improved efficiency and feature set, but also smoothly integrating with JPEG 1 based workflows. While
these formats mostly focus on traditional media, JPEG Pleno focuses on emerging modalities such as point
clouds, light field and holographic media.

In addition to image coding and representation solutions, JPEG also supports imaging ecosystems by provid-
ing specifications for media file formats, metadata handling, and privacy and security features. Related to the
latter, JPSEC provides a framework, concepts and methodology for securing JPEG 2000 codestreams.7 JPSEC
provides three types of security services for JPEG 2000 images: confidentiality, integrity, and authentication.
JPSEC leverages security methods that are established and proven as secure, and specifies how these security
methods are applied to JPEG 2000 images in a media-aware way.8

While JPSEC leverages comprehensive security functionalities, the standard is specific to JPEG 2000 images.
The aim of JPEG Systems (ISO/IEC 19566) is to provide a metadata and extensions framework that can be used
with any of the JPEG coding formats, from the original JPEG 1 format, over JPEG 2000, to the latest formats
such as JPEG XS and JPEG XL. The JPEG Universal Metadata Box Format or JUMBF is the foundation
on which metadata-based extensions are built within JPEG Systems.9 JUMBF provides a scheme to define
containers to embed metadata in JPEG images in a universal way.10 This metadata can be textual, but also
image content or any type of binary data. JUMBF also provides additional functionalities to facilitate linkage
between metadata and image data. This includes signalling the type of embedded content, the creation of
references between related contents, integrity checking via checksums and a URL syntax to formalize references
and requests to embedded metadata.



JPEG Privacy and Security 9 is a JUMBF based extension that focuses on features related to protection and
authenticity. For protection, the standard supports tools to protect parts of images and/or associated metadata
while retaining backward and forward compatibility. In practice, this means that a legacy decoder won’t be able
to decode the protected information, but it will be able to process and render the file as a normal image. Access
control can be managed independently for various regions in the image or metadata instances. For authenticity,
the standard focuses on the use of signatures or hashes to check integrity. These can apply to specific image
regions or to its associated metadata.11

In January 2018, JPEG started a new initiative to explore standardization needs related to media blockchains.12

This ultimately led to another initiative called JPEG Fake Media. The scope of JPEG Fake Media is to produce
a standard that can facilitate secure and reliable annotation of media asset creation as well as its modifications,
while supporting usage scenarios that are either in good faith or with malicious intent.13 Finally, JPEG NFT14

started in April 2021 to explore standardization needs in NFT.

3. EMERGING CHALLENGES

Recent emergence of new technologies such as the use of deep learning in imaging has created many opportunities
in the creative industries, from content creation to media restoration. Similarly, blockchain technology provides
new opportunities to deliver a trusted media consumption chain. Tokenization (e.g. NFT) of digital art for digital
asset transactions has made major headlines due to its enormous monetary value. However, these advances also
introduce new challanges related to security, authenticity and privacy. This section discusses some of these
emerging challenges, in particular, for fake media and NFT.

3.1 Fake Media

Multimedia forensics has become even more significant due to the recent rise in both ill intended use cases, such
as spreading of fake news through doctored media, as well as use cases in the creative industries, where adoption
of AI has shown enormous promises. In practice, deep learning has influenced new applications due to its end
to end computational pipeline and higher accuracy when compared to traditional methods. Wide availability of
software, e.g. Face2Face,15 NeuralTextures16 and FaceSwap ∗ enables creation of deepfakes with near realistic
contents, almost indistinguishable from captured content to the human eye. These advances assist in the spread
of fake news and therefore pose a new set of challenges. The scale of the problem prompted large tech companies
like Google to a create deepfake dataset17 with over 1.8 million manipulated images for open research and multiple
governmental bodies around the world currently discuss policies for law enforcement. However, these techniques
are also increasingly used in the creative industry. Applications include colourisation of archived media18,19 or
black and white photographs,20 content creation,21,22 speech driven facial shape animation,23 object animation,24

style transfer25 and motion synthesis.26

The above challenges are addressed by JPEG in the so-called JPEG Fake Media initiative that has identified
relevant requirements,13 instrumental for the design of the media security framework proposed in Section 4.
These requirements are organized in three main categories: i) requirements of media creation and modification
descriptions, which target achieving a transparent and interoperable media production and consumption frame-
work; ii) requirements of metadata embedding and referencing, acknowledging that media asset content and
media asset metadata integration plays a key role in the description of the media assets creation and modifica-
tions; and iii) requirements related to authenticity, integrity, and trust model under the understanding that an
authentic media asset should be verifiable, i.e. able to be checked, and/or trustworthy, i.e. able to be relied on
as truthful.

3.2 Non-Fungible-Tokens (NFT)

With the advancement of blockchain technology, tokenization of digital assets became popular and increasingly
adopted in various applications, e.g. in IoT,27 real estate28 or digital art.29 Unlike physical art where each
creation is unique, digital art often suffers from its distinctiveness as digital copy allows to make exact replicas.
Recent advances in blockchain technology offer tokenization of digital arts30 where digital assets can be made
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Figure 1. Proposed media security framework.

unique, and consequently bring the concept of scarcity into the digital world through NFT. The latter has made
recent headlines, e.g. a digital collage, ‘Everydays — The First 5000 Days’, by Peeble which was sold at an
auction for $69M. While such advances are welcomed by the creative industry, they also create new challenges,
including the need for a standard metadata format for blockchain entries, unique asset signature creation, security,
trust, interoperability and legally binding framework, to name a few. Although tokenized art is still in its infancy,
high demand and high value auction prices indicate the need for a standard framework that can address the
above issues. To this end, JPEG has launched the JPEG NFT initiative.14

4. PROPOSAL FOR A COMPREHENSIVE FRAMEWORK

In this section we propose a novel framework to effectively cope with secure media applications based on both
JPEG and non-JPEG compliant standards, allowing for a structured, systematic, and interoperable solution. The
proposed framework relies on an architecture that is modular, flexible, extensible, and scalable in the sense that
it can be implemented in both lighter as well as more feature-rich and more complex configurations depending
on the underlying application, as well as for needed features and available resources, while enabling products
and services in various ecosystems with desired trust and security capabilities. The proposed framework is in
part similar to the OSI architecture that is widely used in telecommunication systems.31 Various improvements
have been brought to target a more efficient and trusted as well as secure media framework, for applications
that involve media-centric solutions. The media security framework is structured in two layers, namely, the
stakeholders layer and the functional layer, each composed of a number of key elements. The two layers are the
two sides of the same coin and provide complementary perspectives of the ecosystem.

4.1 Stakeholders Layer

The stakeholders layer defines who are the actors in the ecosystem which interact directly. Actors represent
all entities which play a role in the ecosystem around media assets. Examples include the creator of a media
asset, a device, a product, a service and generally any tools or solutions used to capture or to synthetize the
media, the end-user who consumes the content which could be either a human or a machine, the editor of the
media asset, the infrastructure or service provider in charge of storage, delivery, broadcasting or distribution of
the media asset, the solution in charge of analyzing the media asset for any purpose, service provider in charge of
search, annotation and management of the media asset, etc. Actor here is used in the largest possible definition
of the term and includes policy makers, law enforcement, governmental and non-governmental agencies that
directly or indirectly either interact with the media asset or influence its ecosystem.



4.2 Functional Layer

The functional layer is an architecture made of functions and their interactions. Functions process and
exchange information, including media assets. Each function is defined by a description of what it does and not
how it is implemented. Examples of functions include simple and generic tools such as digital signature, hash,
encryption, as well as more complex solutions for media assets such as (near) duplicate detection, KYC (Know
Your Customer), object classification and object identification tools. Interactions are described by the nature of
the information being exchanged and the syntax used. This includes the representation used for the media asset
but also other types of metadata structure such as JUMBF.

4.3 Other Key Components

The functional layer defines which tools and solutions are used when actors interact. The stakeholders layer
defines which actors interact in a specific use case, and describes which tools and solutions in the functional layer
are employed and which media assets as well as other types of information are exchanged. The latter is defined
by means of interfaces, while the former is defined by means of interactions. Below we define in more details
some of the key components of the proposed framework.

• Media assets: This refers to any digital asset including images, videos, audio or text. In the context of
this paper, we mainly focus on visual modality in form of image and video, however, other media types are
not excluded and can be part of the proposed framework.

• Interfaces: This refers to the structure and the syntax of the information that is exchanged between layers
as opposed to interaction within a layer.

• Interactions: This refers to interactions within a layer, such as interactions between functions in the
functional layer or between actors in the stakeholders layer. Interactions can be one-to-one, one-to-many
or many-to-many.

• Configurations: Although the proposed framework as defined here allows for the widest and most flexible
types of interactions between any of its actors and functions, for practical reasons, such as guaranteeing
interoperability or imposing upper bounds on required resources (e.g. complexity), specific configurations
can be defined as part of the framework using a standard syntax as a result of capabilities offered for a
specific ecosystem, similar to the notion of profiles and levels in JPEG standards, but in an extended sense
where also other architectural constraints can be imposed.

4.4 Key Novelties and Benefits

The proposed framework addresses several novelties and advantages that are essential to efficiently deal with
security, authenticity and privacy of digital assets. The following lists the most important:

• The proposed framework can cope with any media asset representations, notably compliant or not with
any coding standards, their associated metadata and the information exchanged between functions.

• Through its two layers, the proposed framework provides a modular approach to define interactions between
actors in the ecosystem, which tools and solutions are used by each actor, and the information and media
assets exchanged, in a clear and explicit way, informing what is required to ensure interoperability.

• The proposed framework is versatile and can cope with use cases that have various constraints in terms of
tools/solutions and available resources, ranging from lightweight and low-complexity to more feature-rich
configurations.

• The combination of functional description as opposed to the exact implementation as defined in the frame-
work, provides flexibility and extensibility, in the sense that additional actors and tools/solutions can be
added while ensuring interoperability.



• The proposed framework facilitates the integration of products and services seamlessly, not only enabling
interoperability for specific applications, but also across applications and ecosystems that require trust and
security.

In this paper, the needs and benefits above have been inspired by ecosystems relying on JPEG standards
where not only legacy security and trust requirement (copyright, integrity verification and privacy protection)
but also new and emerging requirements can be addressed, such as those arising by fake media and NFT; however,
other ecosystems can also benefit from this framework as it is fundamentally standard agnostic.

5. CONCLUSION

Emerging technologies such as deep fakes and NFTs have a significant impact on media creation, content editing,
distribution and consumption. As a consequence, these new technologies introduce a new set of challenges related
to security, authenticity and privacy. Inspired by JPEG initiatives on fake media and NFT that aim to address
these challenges, this paper proposed a modular and scalable framework that accommodates various secure
media applications in a structured, systematic and interoperable manner. The framework envisages a two-layer
approach consisting of a stakeholders layer, defining the actors in the ecosystem, and a functional layer which is
an architecture made of functions and their interactions. The framework facilitates seamless integration of many
media products and services in an interoperable and secure manner.
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